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Read the following passage and answer questions I - S • Z inu bedin is considered the founding father of Banglaaeshi He was an artist of outstanding talent and 
ed an international reputation. For his artistic and vision,rry qualities, he is referred to as Shi/pacharya, ean'ng 'great teacher of art' in Bangladesh. He was the first Principal of the first art school in Dhaka in East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). He organized the Nabanna (harvest) exhibition is 1969. In the exhibition, a 65-feet !orig scroll portraying rural East Pakistan in phases from 

abundance to poverty was shown. This intensified the 
already heightened non-cooperation movement against the Pakistani regime. The exhibition was symbolic of the 
artists I protest and a milestone in the movement for cultural and political freedom. Zainul's dynamic style of work is evident in a 30 feet long scroll painting called 
Manpura, Which was done to .commemorate the death of hundreds ancj thousands of people in the devastating cyclone of 1970. 
OJ. Which of the following statements is true? ® The passage is about the greatness of Zainul as an East Pakistani arist. ® The passage deals with Zainul's contribution to the founding ofBangladeshi art. © The passage tells us that Zainul was famous because he painted only long scrolls. @ The passage conveys the message that Zainul was 

an ambitious painter. 
02. Which of the following statements is not true? ® Zainul is considered as the father ofBangladeshi art. ® Zainul is the Shilpacharya of Bangladesh. © Zainul's Nabanna had no impact on· the non

cooperation movement. @ Manpura is a famous painting on the devastation caused by the l 970's cyclone. 
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03. A suitable title for the above passage is : 17. Jsaw the man -in the field. 

@ "Nabanna" ® "Zainul's serous" 
© "Manpura" @"Shilpacharya Zainul" 

® was working ® work 
© working @ worked 

04. 'Outstanding" means : 18. Dhaka is famous for mosques. The correct WH 
question for this sentence is-® 'Outstanding outside' ® unbelievable 

© famous @extraordinary ® for what is Dhaka famous? 
05. Scrolls usually are : ® What is Dhaka famous for? 

®a piece of document that can be rolled up 
® paintings longer than 20 feet 
© drawings on a huge board 
@ cloths that are very long 

© Dhaka i, famous for what? 
@ Why is Dhaka being famous? 

19. He- here since Christmas. 
® Has not ® has 

06. "The history of Bangladesh is the history of a 
people who have repeatedly made their highways 
crimson with their blood"-here the underlined 
word means. 

© has not been @ ha 
20. What is the noun form of the wor coward'? 

® coward{'ess 
cowardful 

® a deep red ® achromatic 
© bluish-grey @grayish 

07. What does the word "Diaspora" means? 

21. 

22. 

23. 

08. 

® the spreading. of people from one country to other 
countries 

® a group of people trying to gather together in their 
own countries 

© a group of people fighting external enemies 
@ the returning of people from different countries to 

their homeland 

04.D OS.A 06.A 07.A 08.D 
12.A 13.C 14.D 15.D 16.C 
20.A 21.B 22.A 23.C 24.B 
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Which one is a informal sentence? 02. "<lilt����· c� ,mi �1 
®Hope you're we -� @�mfim ®Stop writing F' .,,_ -, 
©Athing ofbeauty is ajoyforever ©�� @�-./A 
@Cut yourt's and dot your i's. 03. � � ffl � f.rift,m7 

13. Which of the following can be a synonym for ® 'iT'iPl� - ® !,;. "11<m1'I 
'unreadable'? 

� c>!il @� Clfli\uf.jt ® illusion ®illimitable© illegible @ illiterate 04. � c"""1� � ffl � 'if1'! i.1 
14. Which of the following can be an antonym for .t,,;91 � ® ('111 C'l1ffil � 'public'? 

· 
f-. 

® secede ® seclusion © secular @ secluded © C'1W!T @ � � � Ui"5'I 
15. Keep on walking until you reach your destination. · � '1?.mtt'111 C'l'1'I � � '!IM, 

The phrase 'keep on' means: � � fll••l"'ll�'J.Ci(• � �<>fll � 'I'll! 
® endure ® keep your clothes �1 
© tum on the light @ continue ® �) ® �� �"' @ �8 

16. ;he p�Uce dispersed the crowd. Here the word @ ffl � ,p!'l'!tij � � ""1 
crowd ,sa- -

®�� �-�-� ® proper noun ® common noun 
© collective noun @ abstract noun ©-•i!tnmr� @-.ml1 � 
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01.B 02.A 03.C 04.A 05.C 06.B 07.A 08.C 

09.B J.0.A J.l.D J.2.C J.3.C 14.A J.5.B 16.D 

J.7.C 18.A 19.A 20.D 21.C 22.C 23.A 24,D 
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